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CHART 1. HOW A MANAGED MUNI LADDER COULD ADJUST TO RISING INTEREST RATES
PROJECTED YIELDS AND ANNUAL INCOME BASED ON HYPOTHETICAL LADDERS OF GENERAL OBLIGATION ‘AA’-RATED MUNICIPAL SECURITIES AS 
OF THE INDICATED DATES

Source: Lord Abbett and Bloomberg. Bond yield data based on maturity-specific components of the Bloomberg Daily Generic OAS Yield Curve on ‘AA’-Rated General  
Obligation Municipal Bonds, as of September 9, 2014. 

The charts presented do not represent the results that any particular investor actually attained. The information presented is based, in part, on hypothetical assumptions. No representation or warranty is made as to the 
reasonableness of the assumptions made or that all the assumptions used in achieving the results have been stated or fully considered. The hypothetical results have many inherent limitations, and no representation is  
made that any account will or is likely to profit similar to those shown in the chart. Actual performance results may differ substantially. Changes in the scenario assumptions may have a material impact on the hypothetical 
results presented.

All returns and yields are gross of fees and taxes. As the first-year bond matures or rolls down outside the specified ladder range and needs to be sold, additional bonds are purchased on the farthest rung of the ladder using 
those proceeds. It is assumed that bonds are purchased at par where the coupon equals the yield. “Income” refers to coupon income.

Forecasts and projections are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Projections should not be considered a guarantee.

For illustrative purposes only and does not reflect the performance of any Lord Abbett mutual fund or any particular investment. An investor may not experience similar results. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The income derived from municipal securities may be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Federal, state, and local taxes may apply. The value of an investment in 
fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. As interest rates fall, the prices of debt securities tend to rise. As rates rise, prices tend to fall. 
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In a rising-interest-rate environment:

As the ladder’s longer-maturity
bonds become its 
shorter-maturity 
bonds . . .

. . . they are replaced 
by new, higher-yielding 
bonds each year.
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Total Value 
of Bonds:

$250,000
Estimated Annual

Income:
$3,766

Total Value 
of Bonds:
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Estimated Annual

Income:
$8,094

Today’s
Muni Ladder

Hypothetical ladder
of G.O. AA-rated
municipal bonds

($25,000 par value
per bond)

as of 09/09/2014

Tomorrow’s
Muni Ladder

Hypothetical future
ladder amid

rising interest rates

Time: Five years later
(09/09/2019)

Rates: +50bps/year



One of the simplest tools for muni investors to use to position 
their portfolios for a period of rising interest rates might be the 
managed muni “ladder.” The fundamental idea of a ladder is that the 
investor buys a bond at each maturity within a predetermined range 
(typically starting with a one-year muni and then adding other 
maturities at one-year intervals) and then holds each to maturity. 
These bonds are the “rungs” of the ladder. Chart 1 uses one popular 
ladder model, which contains 10 bonds in one-year maturity inter-
vals. One year after the ladder is constructed, the one-year bond 
matures, while the maturity of each of the other bonds has decreased 
by one year. To keep the ladder intact, a new 10-year bond is pur-
chased by the investor to replace the bond that matured. This keeps 
the 10-bond sequence of one- to 10-year maturities intact. 

The ladder approach has three fundamental benefits. Two are 
widely acknowledged, while the third, lesser-known aspect may 
actually be the most attractive feature in the current market. The first 
is that they mitigate price risk, because ladders hold bonds to 
maturity—thus the investor pays par value for the bond and receives 
the same value when it matures. Second, the ladder provides a sim-
plified approach to income: each year, the investor receives the 
coupon from each bond to either reinvest or take as income. (As illus-
trated in Chart 1, the ladder as initially constructed provides $3,766 
of income in the first year based on a $250,000 par value of bonds.) 

The third benefit may come as a surprise to some investors, but a 
managed ladder could provide a solid defense against rising interest 
rates. As mentioned earlier, when a bond matures in the ladder, the 
investor buys a new one at the longest maturity of the ladder; for the 
ladder depicted in Chart 1, it would be 10 years. This new bond will 
have a yield based on current interest rates in the market. So, as 
interest rates rise and muni bond yields go up, the new bond that the 
investor purchases each year will have a higher yield. For example, 
let’s say that interest rates rise over the next five years at a rate of 50 

basis points (bps) per year, bringing the total increase to 250 bps, or 
2.5%. If that happened, each year a new bond would be purchased 
with a yield 50 bps higher than the bond that preceded it. 

The result is that the income stream would rise each year as the 
muni ladder makes adjustments for rising interest rates. In our 
illustration, after five years, the muni ladder is generating more 
than double the income it was in the first year. [Market forecasts and 
projections, however, are based on current market conditions and are 
thus subject to change without notice.]

 How then does one build a muni ladder? A few years ago, the 
answer would have been simple: buy an ‘AAA’-rated muni bond at 
each maturity. But that task is not as easy these days because there 
are fewer ‘AAA’-rated bonds in the market and there is a lower inven-
tory of muni bonds available from dealers. Given these difficulties, an 
investor may wish instead to consider a professionally managed 
muni ladder. A professional manager could provide three key benefits:

1) Professional monitoring and security selection—Note that the 
ladder in Chart 1 draws on ‘AA’-rated bonds, given the shrinking 
availability of ‘AAA’-rated munis in the current market. With the 
reduced supply of insured bonds, continuous monitoring and 
assessment of the bonds in the ladder becomes imperative. A pro-
fessional manager can provide those services and then use research 
capabilities to select appropriate replacements for maturing issues. 

2) Better inventory access—A professional manager has relation-
ships with hundreds of muni bond dealers across the country, giving 
the manager access to bonds that often aren’t readily available to 
all investors 

3) Better purchasing power—A professional manager also buys 
bonds in bulk, often purchasing directly from the issuer instead of 
on the secondary market as would most investors. As a result, a 
manager can purchase bonds at wholesale prices instead of indi-
vidual retail prices.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

A Note about Risk: The value of investments in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. As interest rates fall, the prices of debt securities tend to rise, and as 
interest rates rise, the prices of debt securities tend to fall. Income from municipal securities may be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Federal, state, and local taxes may apply. There is a risk that a bond issued as 
tax-exempt may be reclassified by the IRS as taxable, creating taxable rather than tax-exempt income. Bonds may also be subject to other types of risk, such as call, credit, liquidity, interest-rate, and general market risks. 
High-yield securities, sometimes called junk bonds, carry increased risks of price volatility, illiquidity, and the possibility of default in the timely payment of interest and principal. No investing strategy can overcome all 
market volatility or guarantee future results.

There is no guarantee that markets will perform in a similar manner under similar conditions in the future.

Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss in declining markets.

The Bloomberg Daily Generic OAS Yield Curve details yields on general obligation municipal bonds at various maturities and credit qualities. It is composed of contributed pricing from the Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board, new issues calendars, and other Bloomberg proprietary contributed prices.

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.

A basis point is one one-hundredth of a percentage point.

A bond ladder is a technique for reducing the impact of interest-rate risk by structuring a portfolio with different bond issues that mature at different dates. 

A general obligation bond (GO) typically refers to a bond issued by a state or local government that is payable from general funds of the issuer, although the precise source and priority of payment for general obliga-
tion bonds may vary considerably from issuer to issuer depending on applicable state or local law. Most GO bonds are said to entail the full faith and credit (and in many cases the taxing power) of the issuer, depending 
on applicable state or local law. GO bonds issued by local units of government are often payable from (and in some cases solely from) the issuer’s ad valorem taxes, while GO bonds issued by states are often payable from 
appropriations made by the state legislature.

Yield is the annual interest received from a bond and is typically expressed as a percentage of the bond’s market price.

The credit quality of the securities in a portfolio is assigned by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization (NRSRO), such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, or Fitch, as an indication of an issuer’s creditworthiness. Rat-
ings range from ‘AAA’ (highest) to ‘D’ (lowest). Bonds rated ‘BBB’ or above are considered investment grade. Credit ratings ‘BB’ and below are lower-rated securities (junk bonds). High-yielding, non-investment-grade bonds 
(junk bonds) involve higher risks than investment-grade bonds. Adverse conditions may affect the issuer’s ability to pay interest and principal on these securities. 

The opinions in Market View are as of the date of publication, are subject to change based on subsequent developments, and may not reflect the views of the firm as a whole. The material is not intended to be relied upon as a 
forecast, research, or investment advice, is not a recommendation or offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy, and is not intended to predict or depict the performance of any investment. Readers 
should not assume that investments in companies, securities, sectors, and/or markets described were or will be profitable. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. This document is prepared based on the 
information Lord Abbett deems reliable; however, Lord Abbett does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the information. Investors should consult with a financial advisor before making an investment decision.
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